Take control of 3rd party components and open source software to mitigate license & security risks using **Software Composition Analysis** in **CAST Highlight**.

**Identify** Security Vulnerabilities  
**Control** Open Source License Compliance  
**Reduce** Technology Obsolescence

---

**TRY IT NOW**

- **Reduce Security Risk**  
  - Identify Common Vulnerabilities & Exposures (CVES)  
  - Uncover hidden risks through transitive dependencies  
  - Identify component lifecycle and avoid obsolescence

- **Manage License Risk**  
  - Identify open source license profiles and IP compliance risks  
  - Uncover hidden risks through transitive dependencies  
  - Generate complete Bill of Materials in Excel

- **Make Informed Decisions**  
  - Portfolio level metrics provide a comprehensive view  
  - Integrated Business Impact metrics enable more informed decisions  
  - Prioritize most business-critical apps to focus on first

---

**CAST Highlight** is an **Application Portfolio Analysis** platform that includes one of the largest SCA knowledgebases in the industry for managing open source risk. The addition of Software Intelligence metrics such as health and cloud readiness add even more value to increase the ROI on your SCA investment at a fraction of the cost of other SCA solutions.

In the instant visibility across hundreds of apps in less than a week!

**SaaS - Simple to use - Cost Effective - Non-Intrusive**